
HOME & GARDEN

Chef Amy Thielen and artist Aaron
Spangler make a home in the Minnesota
woods
The dynamic couple completed an addition to their cabin home on
the edge of a state forest some 200 miles northwest of the Twin
Cities. 

By Laurie Junker Special to the Star Tribune  AUGUST 10, 2019 — 4:25PM

The home of Amy Thielen and her husband, Aaron Spangler, is literally in the sticks, and
that’s just how they like it. Located on the edge of a state forest some 200 miles
northwest of the Twin Cities, it’s a cozy world unto itself.

Thielen is a chef, a James Beard award-winning author and host of “Heartland Table,” a
cooking show that ran on the Food Network for two seasons. (She’s no relation to the
Vikings wide receiver but she is part of the bacon-famous Thielen Meats of Pierz, Minn.,
family.) Spangler is an accomplished artist who has pieces at the Walker Art Center,
Minneapolis Institute of Art and in many private collections. Both grew up in nearby
Park Rapids, Minn.

The couple have lived on 150 acres of woodland and meandering creek for the past 20
years — at first, only during the warmer months, then full time after son Hank joined
them 12 years ago.

The land belonged to Spangler’s family. He grew up hunting and camping there, and
returned after graduating from the Minneapolis College of Art and Design in the late
1990s to build the house he’d been planning since childhood.

He did it by himself, using scrap lumber from nearby Two Inlets Mill, windows salvaged
from an old lake cabin, a metal roof from an abandoned trailer and “his own young
back,” as Thielen described in her memoir “Give a Girl a Knife.” The finished product
had high ceilings, a wood-burning stove and a sleeping loft with a skeleton kitchen
tucked beneath; but no electricity, running water, gas, plumbing or neighbors. It was off
the grid, and then some.

It was not the obvious landing spot for a budding professional chef who would soon be
cooking in the starred Manhattan kitchens of David Bouley and Jean-Georges
Vongerichten, but Thielen was fresh off a college thesis on early American literature and
had a romantic, if not entirely realistic, view of homestead life. Plus, she was smitten
with Spangler.

“In my teen years, I knew Aaron peripherally, because he was my friend’s brother. But he
was older and into punk music, and I was in my cheerleader phase,” Thielen said. When
she ran into him again years later in Minneapolis, she found herself drawn to his
unconventional ways.

She moved Up North to be with him and threw herself into learning how to live like her
ancestors — gardening from seed, preserving the harvest and cooking without
refrigeration or running water.

For years the couple spent summers at the cabin, taming the land and adding modest
conveniences (they dug their own sand point well one year, and installed a used solar
panel that provided a trickle of power another). They christened their cabin Hazelbrush,
after the nut-bearing bushes that cover the property.

Winters were spent in New York City pursuing their respective passions — Thielen
working 80-hour weeks in high-pressure kitchens, and Spangler making his art while
working odd jobs, including a stint with a contractor in Brooklyn that did historical
renovations, which deepened Spangler’s knowledge of construction and carpentry.
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Gallery: Chef Amy Thielen and sculptor make

themselves at home near Park Rapids, Minn., in a

house Spangler originally built as a summer cabin.
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Chef Amy Thielen and artist Aaron Spangler

recently expanded their Park Rapids, Minn.,

cabin to add a better kitchen for Thielen.
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Once Hank arrived, the couple realized they needed to be at home, and home was the
land of elongated vowels and potluck salads that arrive in plastic-handled ice cream
buckets. Their one-room cabin grew as they tacked on bedrooms and added indoor
plumbing — giving Thielen a big bathroom with a claw foot tub to soak away the winter
chill and a bidet because, why not? (She confessed that it’s mostly used to wash off
sandy feet before bed in the summer.)

They also built a warren of small outbuildings — an art studio for Spangler, Thielen’s
dacha where she writes her books and articles, and a chicken coop with an upstairs
playhouse for Hank.

Doubling their space

The biggest change, though, was this past year when they decided to build a bigger
kitchen for Thielen. Her original space under the loft (nicknamed “the bunker”) was
efficient, and she filmed two seasons of her show in it, but for someone who cooks every
day, sometimes all day, it was a challenge. Plus, her bevy of gear — canning supplies,
cookware, serving dishes and her pantry of pickles and preserves — was spilling over
into other areas of the house and Spangler’s art studio.

While they were at it, they also added a powder room, mudroom and office, plus a
basement with space for a root cellar and Hank’s model train collection, effectively
doubling their total square footage. Spangler’s art school friend, designer Chris Hand,
helped them draw up the plans.

The clear pine walls and ribbed ceiling in the addition are a lighter and more refined
version of the rough logs and knotty pine in the rest of the house. They’ll darken with
time, a process the couple appreciate. All of the wood came from Two Inlets Mill.
“We’re so fortunate to have a sawmill nearby, and it’s really the heart of the Two Inlets
community,” Thielen said.

For the floors, the family chose durable red brick tiles, inspired by those they saw in old
train stations, set in a timeless herringbone pattern. The countertops are a soft gray
marble, a luxury Thielen allowed herself, along with professional appliances and a
sunflower yellow wood-burning oven from Italy that turns out crusty loaves of bread
and tender pastries.

An 11-foot island anchors the space and gives her a proper expanse for testing recipes,
shooting images of food for her cookbooks and tackling projects like making yards of
paper-thin strudel dough, canning the summer’s harvest or hosting big dinners. A half-
dozen Danish modern stools that Thielen found online and had reupholstered, provide
seating for meals and parties.

Big windows overlooking the garden flank the Wolf range, and open shelving gives her
easy access to ingredients and dishes.

“I thought a lot about my choreography, and decided I wanted to take just two steps to
reach stuff, and so we decreased the standard spacing between countertops by 3 inches —
because I’m a little short,” Thielen said. Drawers beneath the counters reveal their
contents with one pull, vs. the open, squat and squint that lower cabinets can require.

Throughout the house are lots and lots of books and a gallery’s worth of artwork from
friends. One of Spangler’s latest sculptures, a tripod with an appealing biomorphic
shape, stands sentry in the kitchen on a platform that separates the office from the
kitchen. The platform is surrounded by bench seating that Spangler built, which Thielen
describes as a cross between midcentury modern and Lutheran church. It’s a popular
hangout spot during gatherings. The office includes Thielen’s cookbook collection, a
table for meetings and informal dining, and refinished chairs from St. John’s Abbey in
Collegeville, Minn.

The couple have been planning the project for years, and now that it’s finished, they
couldn’t be happier.
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“When we built this addition, I actually said to a friend, ‘We’ve built our coffin. It’s so
perfect now, we’ll never leave it. We’ll die in this house,’ ” Thielen recalled. “But I felt
that way about this place even before that. We’ve built so much here, on what was once
a patch of brush, we could never sell it.”

Laurie Junker is a Minneapolis-based freelance writer.
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Amy Thielen and her husband, artist Aaron

Spangler both grew up in Park Rapids, where

their home is located.
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Highlights From NADA New York 2016

Aaron Spangler, Stump Mountain, 2013, Carved and burned basswood, 62x53x5.5" / 157.Sx134.6x14cm. 

Aaron Spangler's wood carvings were mountainous and fine all at once at Zieher Smith and 

Horton Gallery (New York), monolithic in stature but invested with a palpable love of land. 

Spangler's kinship with his environment echoes strongly from his mythic North Woods 

Minnesota studio, and seeing his works alongside the sun dappled abstract surfaces of 

Clare Grill's paintings and the folksy landscape preponderances of David Byrd's works was a 

revelation. 

Kari Adelaide, HuffPost, May 2016
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Out of the Woods: In

Conversation with

Aaron Spangler

by Brian Droitcour

On June 10, the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden reopens to the public
after two years of renovation and structural reinforcement. A
partnership between the Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board and the
Walker Art Center, the Sculpture Garden is both a recreational area for
visitors and a space for artists to take on new challenges; several artists
made their first public projects on commissions from the Walker. Aaron
Spangler joins their ranks as one of the six artists to make new work for
the expanded Sculpture Garden. The Minnesota-based sculptor works
primarily in wood, and his Bog Walker (2017)—a rippling, ruggedly
lumpy abstraction slightly larger than human size, inscribed with runic
lines and patterns—is his first bronze. It stands in a nook beside the
museum, where the scattered geometry of the 2005 Herzog & de
Meuron addition meets the brick monolith of the 1971 building
designed by Edward Larrabee Barnes.

Spangler’s title sounds like a pun on the institution and its site.
Refurbishment efforts were primarily aimed at strengthening the
ground beneath the Sculpture Garden, which sits on a former marsh.
(The Guthrie Theater once occupied the area where Bog Walker now
stands, but the company moved to a new structure on a bank of the
Mississippi River in the early 2000s because its old building was
sinking.) The primordial area surrounding the park is consonant with
Spangler’s work as a whole, which is inspired by encounters with

Brian Droitcour, Art in America, January 2017



wilderness. I met with the artist at the Walker ahead of the Sculpture
Garden’s reopening to talk about the new commission and his life in
rural Minnesota.

BRIAN DROITCOUR  The site of Bog Walker is interesting because
the Walker has done a lot of new landscaping to complement the
Herzog & de Meuron addition, including the creation of a new hill. Did
you work with the Walker to choose the site? Did its shape influence
the forms you generated?

AARON SPANGLER  They had a general idea. We worked on the
exact placement, where three paths come together, and centered it on
the wall of the museum, which really frames it. The site shaped my
choice only in the sense that I wanted something organic to play off the
angles of the building. It’s about ruralness and wilderness being pitted
against modern urbanism.

DROITCOUR  How is the idea of ruralness realized in the work?

SPANGLER  When I lived in New York, I worked in bas-relief. Those
pieces were more narrative and pictorial, dealing with breakdown of
rural society and politics. It was something like commercial country
music, which didn’t get created until people moved to the city, from a
position of exile. In New York it made sense to make work on political,
moral themes. When I started spending more time back here, I didn’t
have that need anymore. The ruralness in my work now is more about
the actual wilderness and my place in it. This sculpture is something
new for me. It’s a beginning rather than an end.

DROITCOUR  Your older work has figuration in the carvings,
whereas the forms in Bog Walker are more abstract. Is this part of the
new direction you’re moving in?

SPANGLER  It is. Though I’m still using silhouettes of woodworking
tools. I used to trace old tools to make a border, which became more
abstract when I carved. Now I want to figure out how to make art that’s
really out of the forest. My sense of how I am in the world is formed by
my relationship to the woods. The forest has its own architecture. It has
open spots and crowded spots. The height of the trees makes me think
about older cities, like Brooklyn, where the buildings—the four-or five-
story brownstones—are about the height of trees. There’s something
about those proportions that always felt very natural to me. I’ve
realized that the woods really informed my sense of being.

DROITCOUR  Bog Walker is situated near some groves of trees. Did
that figure into your conception of it?

SPANGLER  A park is a containment of nature that’s pleasant for
people. I’ve never really gotten that much out of parks. If I designed a
park, I would plant poplar trees. The only way to kill a poplar tree is to
let it die of old age. If you cut it, it stays alive. Little ones sprout from
the stump-they call that “dog hair popple” up north. I’d let poplars
grow in a half-acre section of the park, then have them cut down every
forty years, so as soon as everyone gets used to the nice big trees, they
are harvested in order for the park to stay alive

People believe that they’re getting a true sense of nature at state parks,
but those places are orchestrated. People get attached to old oak trees
and think that is the height of what nature has to offer. But it isn’t. The
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height is the birth of the forest. They’re most alive when they’re new.
When a forest reaches maturity, there’s very little underbrush. Fewer
animals can exist there, fewer bugs. But as humans we think that’s
really pleasant. We’re conditioned to that aesthetic, which probably
goes back to English manors and John Muir and all that. But I think
that the true forest is constantly dying and rebirthing and has this
ferocity to it. It’s a beautiful thing.

DROITCOUR  You’ve been living in northern Minnesota for almost
ten years now. Has that changed the way you think about the
wilderness?

SPANGLER  I started out there. I first built the place that I live in now
when I was twenty-three, twenty-four. It was very crude and very
rough. I didn’t have electricity. The land was a jungle. I had to beat
back the brush, get rid of bugs, and build a garden. Since then, the spot
has definitely become more domesticated to myself and my needs. I
had a neighbor who came over with a Bobcat to help me do some work,
and he said an amazing thing to me. I kept saying, “Let’s open this up.”
He said, “Aaron, the woods have to start somewhere.” I really thought
about that: where in my realm do the domesticated things I’ve created,
like the orchards and the garden, begin and end? I maintain trails for
skiing and getting firewood because it’s too hard to get through the
thick brush. Sometimes I abandon a trail and the woods take it right
back. If I let my place go for a couple of years it would revert to hazel
brush and chokecherry bushes.

DROITCOUR  Are you in touch with artisans and craftsmen in your
area?

SPANGLER  I have good friends who are weavers. They grow their
own flax, scrape it out, and make linen. But that’s a pretty recent
phenomenon. I don’t really have an experience of rural craftsman
around me who I identify with. There have always been chainsaw
carvers making bears, eagles, and wizards. My main education was
when I moved back north after college and worked at the sawmill,
mostly with Native American guys and old Germans. That gave me an
education about American history, the history of the area, and also
about the woods, how forests grow, how to build things. It was my
graduate school.

DROITCOUR  Are the forms you use in your sculpture related to that
history?

SPANGLER  A lot of the shapes in my work come from old tools,
from the early pioneer days. I don’t even know what they’re for. I find
them in junk stores, make stencils, and use them to make designs.

DROITCOUR  So you spend more time in junk stores than museums
of pioneer culture?

SPANGLER  They’re one and the same. You can go to the local
historical society and find the same stuff they have in the back room of
the junk store, though it’s in better shape. What do you need to work in
the woods? Cant hooks, axes, saws, and things for farming and working
with animals. It’s basic stuff that people use all over the world, for
breaking raw material down into things that people need to function.

DROITCOUR  Your work faces a bench sculpture by another
Minnesota artist, Kinji Akagawa, who you took classes from at the
Minneapolis College of Art and Design. What did you learn from him?
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SPANGLER  Kinji has a great pedagogical style. He wants to learn
from you. There’s a give and take. He’s a beautiful soul in that way.
When I was in art school, I was not a craftsman at all. I just made stuff
out of junk. It was kind of about war, as if I was playing army and
making weapons out of stuff. I started carving almost by accident. I
wanted to make murals on the side of a building that I’d made out of
junk. I started using a carpenter’s chisel and it just sucked me in. I just
got obsessed with it. Then I got a job at the sawmill, where I learned
how to get good lumber out of a log. There’s an art to it. The old guy
that I worked for said there are sawyers and there are wood butchers. A
sawyer knows how to get the optimum board out of the log based on
the nature of the log.

DROITCOUR  Bog Walker is your first work in bronze. How did you
approach that? What did you learn from it?

SPANGLER  When we were doing the patina on the bronze, I kept
thinking about how it would look outdoors. I know what my wood
sculptures look like outside. But I hadn’t realized how the play of light
on bronze is much more nuanced than the way light hits a piece of
wood. I’m still absorbing what I learned from that process. I’d like to
learn more.

Brian Droitcour, Art in America, January 2017



Sculpture Garden piece gives Park Rapids artist a
boost
Euan Kerr August 18, 2016 

Aaron Spangler documented the development of his sculpture over the months using his smartphone. The
�rst picture of the block was taken on March 17, 2016. The �nal image, taken on July 10, shows the piece
as Spangler was approaching completion. Courtesy Aaron Spangler

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



In a studio north of Park Rapids, a couple of hundred miles from

the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden, Aaron Spangler is taking his

art to a new level.

The sculptor has been at work creating a large abstract piece

that, once it has been lifted into place by a crane, will become a

prominent feature on the new sculpture walk beside the Walker

Art Center. 

We are now a little less than a year away from the grand

reopening of the new and expanded Sculpture Garden. The

landscaping is well underway. Spangler's work appears in

collections around the country, but the piece on the sculpture

walk will be his first bronze.

lS pTahingnlegr'ss  pCieocne,s iwdheicrhe ids  cwairtvh edT ion mb asCsrwaonond, will be cast in bronze and displayed
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The nest of chisels sits on a trolley. Euan Kerr | MPR News

Spangler says he lives "way uptown" in Park Rapids. His studio

sits outside his home on the edge of a lake in the woods, a 25

minutes' drive north from town. 

"I think actually my biggest waste of time is spent here looking

for chisels," he said as he rummaged through a tangle of tools on

a trolley in his studio. "Finding the right chisel. I can never find

them. I can never see them."  

There must have been a couple of dozen chisels in the pile, each

with a different shape or breadth.

"There we go," he said, finally finding the right one. 

He crossed the room to the huge basswood form he's created

over the past few months. It's close to 8 feet tall, and from some

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



"I am really trying to get it to a point where it looks like multiple

things," he said. "You can reference many things, but it doesn't

look like any one thing too much." 

"Let's try these here," he said, pulling out his mallet and starting

to carve. 

A view from the Walker Art Center roof of where Spangler's piece will eventually be
displayed, photographed June 27. Euan Kerr | MPR News

Spangler's sculpture started as a 1,400-pound block of

wood, carefully glued together from pristine planks of

basswood. When it's finished it will be cast in bronze and given a

patina. While this massive object is taking shape in his

studio, Spangler has to be constantly imagining how the finished

piece will look. 

The way he describes it, his carving is almost instinctual. He

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



"It's really about being in the studio, most of the time," he

said. "Sitting and looking. And sitting and looking and looking and 

looking, and carving and carving. I would say almost half of it's 

looking." 

Spangler, 45, grew up in Minnesota, but he has traveled far to get 

to this point. He headed east, like many young artists, and lived in 

Brooklyn for some years, scrounging around for materials. 

"When I first started carving, I was carving in hard maple 

bowling-alley floors," he said. "It was what I had and I did it, and 

by God I made it, but when I look back, what a ridiculous thing to 

do."

He and his wife, chef and broadcaster Amy Thielen, thought their 

future lay out east. But they came back to Minnesota for 

summers, to be close to family and enjoy a little quiet. 

"Then the whole economic world collapsed and we were glad to 

be here, not paying that high rent," said Spangler. 

Standing in this studio, it's hard to imagine his wanting to be 

anywhere else. His brow often knots as he thinks about what he's

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



The form Spangler has carved was originally glued together from basswood planks 
by retired cabinet builder Jack Watenhofer using wood from Twin Inlets Saw Mill in 
Park Rapids, where Spangler once worked. Courtesy Aaron Spangler

"Sometimes I wonder, like, what is my pace? Why is it that 

tempo?" he asked as he pounded away with his hammer. He 

began hammering faster. "Sometimes it can be like that," he 

reflected, and then returned to his normal rhythm.

He paused and felt his pulse. "It's almost my heartbeat," he 

said, and then resumed carving.

For months he has shaped the form, sanding down the finished 

bulges and edges until the surface is smooth. The smell of 

sawdust hangs in the air.  

He's carved patterns and forms into the surface. At first glance 

they could be taken for ancient tribal markings, or 

hieroglyphs. But they actually started as tracings of tools, toys

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



Spangler in his studio in Park Rapids during the carving of his piece.
Euan Kerr | MPR News

For this work he hand-chisels, using his carefully sharpened

gouges to carve patterns into the smooth basswood.  

He's not concerned about slipping and making a wrong mark. 

"Doesn't matter. You just change what you are doing, then," he

said. 

Spangler's low-key approach belies the seriousness of what he is

doing: creating something that could be around for centuries. "I

try not to think about that," he said with a laugh. 

In a few weeks the piece will be cast at a foundry in

Brooklyn. The process finishes with the application of a patina. 

All being well, the sculpture will be installed at the Walker by late

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



The Minneapolis Park Board is spending $10 million on

landscaping and drainage work as it expands the Sculpture

Garden by five acres. The Walker will add $15 million worth of

art to the garden, including Spangler's piece.

Walker Visual Arts Curator Siri Engberg stood recently on the

roof of the building, looking down on the construction site that is

becoming the garden. There was an actual X on the

ground, marking the spot where the Spangler will go. 

Spangler sometimes uses gesso to highlight the markings he is carving onto the
surface of his piece. Courtesy Aaron Spangler

"Aaron was very interested in having the piece, which is quite

human-scaled, be at an intersection of two pathways," Engberg

explained, so it can be viewed from different directions. 

Engberg said the Walker is proud that its past commissions for

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



"And we felt Aaron was at that point with his work where

outdoor sculpture was something he had not yet done," she

said, "and it would be the perfect moment to invite him to take

his work somewhere new."

During a visit by the artist, Walker staff set up a shape roughly

the size of Spangler's piece and set it in place so he could get an

idea of how it would look. There's a lot to think about when

placing a heavy bronze designed to appear different from every

angle. Spangler said the experience made him realize he wanted

to build a platform for the finished work. 

"But I also have to think about which side is going to be viewed

from where," he said. "Ideally, I could just be there and turn it

around, but I think I am going to have to have a plan before that

happens."

And then, like the rest of us, he'll have to wait until the garden's

opening to see how it looks in place.

Euan Kerr, MPR News, August 2016



The Dread North of Aaron Spangler 
by Mason Riddle, from Volume 5, Number 2

The Wall (2014), woodcut, image 53 3/4 x 30 i 
nches, sheet 58 1/4 x 34 inches. Edition of 6. 

With his recent suite of ten woodblock prints, Luddite, Aaron Spangler has conjured a tangled and 
immersive world that unwittingly channels the densely symbolic tales of Hieronymus Bosch within a 
21st-century stylistic idiom. Spangler’s bold, one-color woodcuts, with their complex skeins of pattern 
and form, lack Bosch’s jewel-like hues and detailed naturalism. But just as Bosch was an acute observer 
of Dutch society at the turn of the 16th century, Spangler is an intrepid interpreter of rural life—in his 
case, the vicinity of the small town of Park Rapids in northern Minnesota, a landscape of deep woods, 
granite outcroppings and cold blue lakes. Spangler and his wife, Amy Theilen, a chef and cookbook 
author, are both native to the area and, after years away, now live on the town’s outskirts in a forest near 
the headwaters of the Mississippi River. He describes the prints’ subject matter as “rural chaos, high 
anxiety, political outrage, nature’s beauty and bounty, stoicism, severe religion, wellness and spiritual 
bliss,”1 suggesting the narrative fury of Bosch, who showed little mercy for the besotted clerics, 
misbehaving nuns and compromised peasants who peopled his paintings. Both artists treat the world 
with smart, dark cynicism. 

Riddlem "The Dread North of Aaron Spangler," Art in Print, July, 2015. 

Mason Riddle, Art in Print, July 2015

https://artinprint.org/journal/volume-5-number-2/
https://artinprint.org/review/the-dread-north-of-aaron-spangler/#footnote_0_7220


THE ENLIGHTENED ENTERTAINER 

Midwestern cookbook author Amy Thielen learns the value of laid-back entertaining and 
garage parties 

BY AMY THIELEN, JULY 21, 2015 

Entertaining. As much as I love to do it, I dislike the word itself. It sounds so matronly—saying it out 
loud makes me break out in polka dots of cold deviled quail eggs. Hospitality is just as buttoned up, but 
a step better because it contains the suggestion of generosity, which is really what throwing a party is 
about. My social contract is pretty simple: I make way too much food and invite too many people, and in 
turn they bring too much wine and we stay up too late. I provide the dinner, and they, en masse, 
provide the din that soothes my excess-loving soul. 

When my husband, Aaron Spangler, and I moved back home to rural Minnesota after nearly ten years 
of living in Brooklyn—swapping a small apartment on a hopping urban street corner for a rustic house 
on 150 acres of lonely Northern wilderness—we started having more parties. It happened naturally: 
Inviting a throng to drive down our snaking dirt road was a consequence of our sudden rural isolation 
and our newfound space. 

Not that we didn't throw lots of parties in the city. I'd regularly set out buffets for 20 on our tiny kitchen 
counter. Having cooked on the line at restaurants for years, I expected to keep up my game at home, 
which meant my party food was either derivative of the restaurants I cooked in (shallots confited in red 
wine sauce—delicious but fussy) or channeled someone else's more storied rural roots (smoky 
Southern-style pork butt). I rarely served Midwestern food, which I thought of at the time as stodgy and 
stuck in the past. (I have since become one of its fiercest advocates.) Back then I dreamed about 
throwing classy parties—proper ones with champagne in flutes, individual appetizers, two to three 

Amy Thielen, Saveur, July 2015
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courses, and well-behaved children. That dream died fast and, truth be told, painlessly, when I moved 
back to Minnesota. Any guests who come with expectations of haute cuisine stand corrected when they 
arrive to find me still peeling carrots, kicking the oven door shut with my house mocs, and taking breaks 
to sip a cocktail as I pound out a sauce in my mortar. 

Though I used to try to control the scene, now I let things happen. Blame it on middle age or becoming 
a mom, but I've given up on trying to herd people. When I have a party, I let them wander where they 
may, and I've found that guests at our house tend to follow the fire. The congregation that begins in the 
kitchen around my working burners often moves after dinner to Aaron's studio, where folks idle happily 
around the wood stove like bugs around a late-night lightbulb. Naturally, it makes sense sometimes to 
just throw the party in the garage, as we're doing today. 

Aaron's studio is actually more hive than garage. Here he makes sculptures—some freestanding 3-D 
pieces, some bas-reliefs that hang on the wall—from local basswood. The studio is filled with chunks of 
wood in various states of creation and demise, not least of which is an enormous basswood log that 
he'll peel and cut into long curling cylinders. Freshly glued-up basswood panels line the walls, and the 
wood chips litter the ground, making a shuffly foot mulch as reassuring as peanut shells on the floor of 
a dive bar. 
The garage party confirms the weird theory I lit on when I moved back home: The deeper you move into 
the country, the farther the party travels from the formal heart of the house. Fancy dining rooms give 
way to bright kitchens, and when you get to really rural areas such as ours, you find people accustomed 
to throwing parties in cement-floored shops and garages. Now that I've logged time here, I get it: When 
the meter dips to super-casual, the social-barometric pressure falls. It might seem like this kind of 
informality is one lazy lady's excuse, but I don't think so. When it comes to dinner parties, a lack of rules 
in an unconventional space feels rather electric. 

And just when all this extreme informality begins to sound dangerously close to a set of 
commandments, remember that party rules work best when they are noted but then subversively 
trespassed—which also applies to the rules of English grammar. So iron your linen napkins if you must, 
but remember: Parties are fun, but parties in the garage are always funner. 

Amy Thielen, Saveur, July 2015



Aaron Spangler: 
Idol, 2013, paint 
and graphite on 
basswood, 64 by 
48 by 17 inches; 
at Horton. 

AARON SPANGLER 

Horton 

Aaron Spangler's basswood carvings are rife with imagery 
that reflects his interest in Native American mysticism, 
natural phenomena and contemporary rural American life. 
Despite his use of traditional materials and methods, 

Spangler's work is more about a collective and personal 
connection to the Northern Minnesota landscape than a 
fetishization of tradition itself. 

1he first of two galleries presented Homeschool (all 

works 2013), which was also the title of the show. A few 
feet high, it is a small chair roughly hewn from a log. This 
plainly constructed, functional sculpture was meant to offer 
a place to sit and reflect upon the other works in the room; 
these included low-relief carvings on the wall, freestand
ing totemic sculptures and a two-dimensional frottage (a 
crayon rubbing on linen taken from one of Spangler's own 
carvings). 

In a recent interview, Spangler discussed the prolifera
tion of"homesteaders" near his hometown of Park Rapids, 
Minn. The title of Praying Hands, a nearly 6-foot-wide and 
46-inch-high black wall relief, alludes to the predominance
of Christianity among these homesteaders. Wings (bird or
angel), cosmic radials, stylized human arms and geometric
shapes are carved across the surface of the sculpture. Its

irregular shape suggests both the form of two hands clasped
in prayer and Elizabeth Murray's shaped canvases from the
1980s.1he current homesteading movement, like the back
to-the-land trend of the '60s, embraces a willful detachment
from technology-driven commerce and a spirit of resource
fulness-all values which are embodied in Spangler's work.

Idol, a freestanding, zoomorphic sculpture measuring 
64 by 48 by 17 inches, resembles an ancient reliquary as 
well as a wood-burning stove. Carved leaflike forms cover 
its surface. 1his dense network of concentric radial shapes 
is woven together by a series of fluid, vinelike grooves that 
create a thicket of botanical imagery. The sculpture is painted 
with a black gesso and graphite mixture that the artist has 
used regularly in his earlier sculptures. 

Spangler has introduced color in some of these recent 
works. For Water, he left a water-logged tree trunk in his 

Eric Sutphin, Art in America, 2013



studio for nearly two years to dry. He then chiseled away the 
areas of rotten bark and sanded the log down to a bulbous 
column which he stained turquoise and mounted vertically on 
a rough wooden pedestal. Delicate fissures running the length 
of the sculpture poetically trace its decay. 

The lyrical pattern of markings chiseled into the unpainted 
surface of the wall sculpture Stump Mountain, which is 62 by 
53 by 5½ inches, underscores the work's associations to rural 
American folk songs such as Ola Belle Reed's "High on a 
Mountain" or Harry McClintock's "Big Rock Candy Moun
tain. "The mountain shape is likewise evocative of an arch, 
perhaps an ode to the Carpenter Gothic-style homes that dot 
the Midwestern landscape, including the famous Dibble House 
portrayed in Grant Wood's painting American Gothic (1930). 

Spangler's output is infused with a pragmatist ethos, 
evinced through the evolution of his working process. He 
came upon carving as his favored medium when he decided 
to incorporate some carved elements into a found object 
sculpture he was making. He grabbed a sharpened screw
driver for that piece. Though he uses chisels now, his carving 
technique is self-taught. Spangler's curiosity about materials 
and techniques has yielded increasingly complex arrange
ments that are also conceptually rich. 

-Eric Sutphin

Eric Sutphin, Art in America, 2013
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American idyll: Sculptor Aaron Spangler
comes out of the North Woods
Back from New York, Minnesota sculptor Aaron Spangler fuses city
smarts with rustic imagery in a print show at Highpoint.

OCTOBER 30, 2014 — 3:04PM

Mary Abbe

After a decade making a name for himself in Brooklyn, sculptor
Aaron Spangler returned to Minnesota with his wife and infant son. Settling a few miles
from the headwaters of the Mississippi in a spit of a burg called Two Inlets (pop. 237),
they aimed to keep things simple. That meant just adding electricity, running water and
another room to the log studio he’d hand-built there years earlier.

That was five years ago, and, as it turned out, even Up North, Spangler and his family
have never been very far off the grid. Since the move, his big carved-wood sculptures
have been shown in New York, Houston, Berlin and Rotterdam and at Walker Art Center
in Minneapolis, among other places. Simultaneously, the career of his wife, Amy
Thielen, took off with the publication of her award-winning cookbook, “The New
Midwestern Table,” and the success of her “Heartland Table” television show, now in its
second season on the Food Network.

Now Spangler, 43, has a new series of woodcut prints at Highpoint Center for
Printmaking in Minneapolis through Nov. 15. With their sophisticated mix of rustic and
personal imagery, the prints have been selling briskly to private collectors and museums,
including the Walker and the Minneapolis Institute of Arts.

The prints are not as dark, intense or political as his early lead-black sculptures, which
bristled with bas-relief images of claustrophobic forests, primitive industrial sites,
menacing tools and weapons of war. Chiseled from slabs of basswood procured at a
sawmill where Spangler once worked, the brooding sculptures succeeded in
“transforming a marginalized craft … into a conduit for the mythology of the Midwest,”
said Artforum magazine.

Spangler said recently by phone, “In a way, when I was in New York, I was more tied to
a rural perspective and rural politics because I was always longing for something that I
didn’t have there. It’s like country western music, which was really created by people
who had moved to cities and missed their roots and old life. Coming home definitely
freed me from that.”

Three years in the making

He spent three years, off and on, working on the 10 Highpoint prints. The smallest is
about 3 feet square; the three largest are roughly 9 feet tall by 4 feet wide.

At a glance, they look like big abstract jigsaw puzzles — jumbles of black-and-white
stripes, zipper-ribbons, dots, gouges, squiggles, feathery marks — on gray backgrounds
that resemble stained floorboards. Upon scrutiny, images appear — of body parts
(hands, footprints, heads, outlined torsos); tools (levels, gouges, rakes, chisels, saw
blades), and other stuff (chair arms, crosses, kitchen utensils, guns). The images overlap,
fragment, fold and break apart. One print is a rusty brown; all the rest are black, white
and gray.

Outlines of guns recur, but they are not intended as a statement about weapons, he said.

“It definitely comes from my own experience, but it’s kind of American life,” he said.
“Guns are tools as well. They are very threatening, but there’s a pragmatic thing there, so
I try not to cast too much judgment and to let them be like all the other tools. Likewise,
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Line.”
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a cross can be used or abused; it can be a metaphor for Christianity or mean different
things. There are lines drawn, but they’re not always black and white.”

Some of the images are highly personal. The upside-down figure in “Waiting in Line,”
camouflaged with leaves, vines and flowers, is an outline of Spangler’s own body. The
pale, barely perceptible child outlined in “How Do I Say Goodbye” is Spangler and
Thielen’s son, Hank. The title alludes in part to Spangler’s brother, who died in a 2000
plane crash at age 31.

“When something like that happens, you lose your shared memories,” Spangler said of
his brother’s death.

No Luddites here

To produce the prints, Spangler carved the imagery into slabs of wood that he then
hauled 200 miles to Highpoint, where master printer Cole Rogers and crew figured out
how to transfer the images onto paper.

Because the wood was so rough, and some of Spangler’s lines and marks so delicate, the
slabs couldn’t be inked and run through a regular Highpoint press. Doing so would have
obliterated the fine lines and reduced many of the subtleties to muck. So the wood was
slathered with ink in the usual way, and a sheet of paper laid over it. But then Spangler
and the Highpoint staff carefully transferred the ink onto the paper by rubbing the back
of the sheets with wooden spoons and little palm-sized pads.

Rogers also recommended that Spangler use a sturdy but tissue-thin Japanese paper
handmade from fibers of the kozo shi shrub. As the paper absorbed the ink, the printers
adjusted their pressure to create darker and lighter areas. The process was so labor-
intensive that they produced just eight prints of most images, and only three each of the
biggest ones.

The series’ title, “Luddite,” is a droll reference to the old-fashioned handiwork involved.
Historically, the term refers to anti-technology protests by English weavers displaced by
new machinery in the 19th century, but it has expanded to mean general opposition to
modernity and technology. It is not, Spangler insists, a disparaging allusion to
printmaking nor to his North Woods neighbors.

“Ours was a sort of Luddite life here at first, not by choice but because we couldn’t
afford anything else,” Spangler said. “But it’s an open-ended title that refers to all that
stuff.

“I probably know more Luddites living in Brooklyn than I do here,” he added with a
chuckle.

Mary Abbe, Star Tribune, October 2014
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I know that you spent much of your career in New York City. How does now living in rural 
Northern Minnesota, outside of Park Rapids, affect and shape your practice, vision, or the 
intentions of your work?

Many of the things — the themes and visuals — that I’m interested in are here. Having the luxury 
of taking them for granted liberates me from my compulsions towards them. In New York I felt 
bound to a memory of what is rural, and here it just is.

Can you tell us about your transition from working with found object sculptures to wood-carving?

I began my interest in sculpture through found materials. The constructions were scrappy and 
crude. For example, in a sculpture of a building I was working on, I wanted to have carved murals 
inside of it, so I started carving them with a screwdriver I had sharpened; that’s when I became 
hooked. The line between illusion and real sculptural space fueled my interest in bas-relief and 
still does.

What images or themes inspire your work, and do you intend for the sculptures to crystallize or 
convey specific or even dominant narratives?

Currently I’m witnessing the huge wave of Christian homesteaders sweeping into the rural 
landscape. I don’t think people are aware of the extent of this movement; they’re mostly young 
families with many children, they’re into natural foods and healing, gardening and livestock, home 
birthing and home schooling, all requisite hippie activities — but with a somewhat “othered” and 
seclusionary twist. They are everywhere. 

The other day I was down at the sporting goods store where folks are buying up weaponry as if it 
were a run on the bank. A young woman with her husband and baby were looking at a pink-
handled mini pistol for protection, and I’m thinking, wow, should I be more worried about where I 
live? Am I naively walking around the woods, or going to the fleet store, the Dairy Queen, etc... 
unarmed? 

What has the process been like of independently learning the craftsmanship of carving, and have 
these techniques evolved in surprising ways?

I began carving on a whim and over time it slowly evolved. I’ve never been concerned with 
working towards mastery of craft, the evolution of my abilities is motivated by content.

What does it mean for you to use age-old mediums like wood-carving in an art landscape that 
may sometimes be less attuned to ideas of traditional skill and traditional mediums? Is there an 
overarching desire in your practice to reflect something that carries a different ethos from, say, the 
idea of more ephemeral conceptual practices, found objects, or digital art, etc.?

Well, I think painting and drawing, as well as assemblage are ancient mediums that still thrive. But 
for the most part I don’t associate natural materials with time, they are always around (hopefully) 
and here for us to use. I think the reason why wood carving remains on the margins of 
contemporary art is because of its rural associations. Of course this is why I like it and find it useful 
to the meaning of my work.
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THE ABRADED AND INDEFINITE: 
AARON SPANGLER’S RUBBINGS 

Aaron Spangler’s woodcarvings are more instantly impressive than his recent crayon rubbings. But I’d like to write about 
the rubbings, because their raw images are burned in my mind. While Spangler’s delicately carved, wood, graphite-encased 
sculptural allegories recombine narratives and symbolic imagery with a canny sophistication and soul, I am more concerned 
with the strange, mute rubbings. 

They are unyielding. Beautiful, psychedelic, blunt, dumb. Expressive, iconic, pop, and fumbling. They feel inevitable and 
full of latent energy... 

“That which rakes the soul.” 

“When you are only a line.”

These two statements, printed in italics, face each other from the margins of opposite pages in Henri Michaux’s Miserable 
Miracle, his account––in words and drawings––of experiments with mescaline. Next to “When you are only a line,” 
Michaux writes in the body of the text: 

Now only a line. A line that breaks up into a thousand aberrations. 
The whiplash of an infuriated carter would have been a relief to me. 
And no pity either. I, the accelerated line I had become, did not 
retreat, withstood each new slashing, was ready to form again, was 
on the point of forming again when the force, swifter than a meteor, 
falling upon me . . . It was agonizing because I resisted. . . . 

To have become a line was a catastrophe, but, even more, it was a 
surprise, a prodigy. All of me had to pass along this line. And with 
the most appalling jolts. 

The metaphysical taken over by the mechanical. 
Forced to pass over the same path, myself, my thought, and the 
vibration.1 

The massed images in Spangler’s rubbings are a tangle of lines. They must be in  order for the raised surfaces to register 
against the pushed crayon. Some passages recall lobes of the brain. But this visual analogy is glancing compared to the 
other ways the works seem to describe an inner mindscape. Sometimes the field is clotted and stuck, recalling inchoate 
communication, thoughts and feelings stuck in feedback loops, bumping into other thoughts and feelings. Sometimes the 
rubbings recall more natural landscape imagery with figure and ground. But throughout, the lines and masses of color 
register through the rough abrasion and pressing of their creation. They are a strange conflation of Leon Golub’s pained 
and streaked limbs, the airy, lyric abstraction of Paul Klee, and runic psychedelic profusion. All of this is based in the 



Dan Byer, McKnight Visual Arts, Spring 2011 

physicality of their creation, the mechanical over metaphysical, through the force and material resistance of crayon over 
surface over obdurate object. 

I like to dwell in how they were made. Spangler hand-carved fragments of images and ornamental motifs. He stretched linen 
on sections of these objects and rubbed with crayons. While doing so, he had to make decisions about when and where to 
stop the rubbing, how to leave a fragment, and when/where to return to it. Where would he repeat it? Then he rubbed a 
different color on a different object. Then another. And then went back to the first to obliterate previous patterns/ images or 
to repeat  
them. No erasure, just accumulation, or moving away to form an outcropping, or to fill a void (that may not remain an 
outcropping or a void but could become a dark, deep pit of optical color mixing). 

The result is something otherworldly and what would have been called “primitive” at one point. Most immediately, the 
rubbings recall tribal tattoos, all-over carved ornament, and non-Western visual hierarchies that eschew perspective. These 
references seem incidental but still present, and may account for a sense of intensity and some kind of alien function. But 
turn-of-the-century analysis of the “primitiveness”–– or Modernity––of the ornamental offers another kind of useful 
analogy for Spangler’s work. Halfway into the infamous “Ornament and Crime” (1910), Adolf Loos writes: 

The relationship between the earnings of a woodcarver and a turner, 
the criminally low wages paid to the embroideress and the lacemaker are 
well known. . . . Omission of ornament results in a reduction in the 
manufacturing tie and an increase in wages. . . . Ornament is wasted 
labour power and hence wasted health. It has always been so.2 

Of course this was written in a different time and in response to ornament’s relationship to design and the consumer object. 
But the notion of wasted/expended time and labor and notions of efficiency may be transposed to our understanding and 
experience of fine art, and in turn a relationship to the artist’s process in constructing that experience. There is a sense of 
effort on the artist’s part that is transmitted to the viewer. And it is indeed in excess of what we might expect from a two-
dimensional work, because of the sculpture that formed the lines and the rubbing that pressed into the almost dermal 
separating layer. The sense of care and craftsmanship comes up against a sense of reckless imagery and an overtly 
nonfunctionalityoriented psychic state. In “omitting the ornament,” as Loos suggests, for maximum efficiency and 
immediate legibility, one can imagine the clean, blank linen surface. That space of immediate, all-over understanding is 
exactly the antithesis of the effects Spangler achieves. 

Poet Ann Lauterbach’s writing best captures a notion of contingent experience and the fragment, which is useful in looking 
at Spangler’s rubbings: 

For a while I have been interested in the notion of a whole fragment. This 
fragment is not  

one in which one laments a lost whole, as in Stein, Eliot, and Pound, but 
which acknowledges the fact 

of our unhandsome condition, where we suffer from having been being, and 
in that 

acknowledgment foreground what is: the abraded and indefinite 
accumulation of an infinite dispersal of sums. In this construction, meaning 

abides 
or arises exactly as the place where “use” appears, “use” here meant both as 

pragmatic 
and as wear. It is my desire or intention to construct a poetics in which 

meaning is found 
within the terms of such contingency.3 

Objects in their essential fragmentary, contingent nature haunt the two-dimensional works on linen by Aaron Spangler. 
Parts of bodies––limbs, musculature, networked sinews––weave in and out, creating more fragments and connective tissues. 
Totemic, ornamental, and involved, Spangler’s rubbings suggest the lives of objects literally and figuratively behind his 
work, and the physicality that conjures them. While the rubbings do indeed suggest labor and use (“abraded” and 
“indefinite,” to use Lauterbach’s words), even an excess of labor, they also suggest the efficient logic of scraps. Through 
reuse and accumulation of marks, Spangler has devised an aesthetic of excess 
built from thrift.  DB
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Digging In: Aaron Spangler on “Government Whore” and other sculptures 
BY JULIE CANIGLIA 
02/23/2011 

Artist Aaron Spangler recounts his inspiration for the carved 

and painted basswood sculptures currently featured in the 

exhibition The Spectacular of Vernacular.Spangler, whose 

work is shown at the Galerie Michael Janssen in Berlin and 

at Horton Gallery in New York City, lives 20 miles outside of 

Park Rapids, Minnesota, on 150 acres of land. 

“These three sculptures came into focus while I was digging a 

hole for my friend Bruce. We were hand-digging an addition to 

his underground house, which is a classic piece of hippie back-

to-the-lander architecture. As happens when people are toiling 

with shovels, stories broke to the surface throughout the day, 

many of which we’ve told to each other before in the course of 

our 25-year friendship. But this time, Bruce’s narratives about 

the time following the Vietnam War, during which he moved to 

the woods and built his homestead, found a different hook in 

my imagination. 

I had been working on an epic twenty-foot-long piece, carving 

out burrows and protective islands of rural isolation, and I was 

thinking about how and why young Americans turned to the 

woods in search of a more meaningful, self-directed life—and 

how that was mirrored in the western migration of the early 

pioneers. Bruce started talking about a group of young hippies in Oregon during the 1970s who were living an extremely primitive 

hunter-gatherer life in the federal forest. When two “shaman” came to join the tribe, they proved disruptive to the sexist arrangement 

of the commune–women doing women’s work only, the men hunting, and so on–so they were beheaded.  The National Guard then 

decided to take the tribe out of the forest, and a gun battle ensued. All this is just to say that I had a plan for the piece, but it was at that 

moment too sensational and not yet detailed, and then I find myself digging a hole for Bruce, a Vietnam vet still trying to find his way 

forward. Adding onto his bunker by digging out one wheelbarrow-load of dirt after another, we were just working to make things a 

little more comfortable, putting in a kitchen sink drain so that he could get rid of the buckets. A song that he had written during the 

first Gulf War kept going through my head: “Government Whore.” Around the campfire it was the song that always seemed to shut 

the party down, like the sudden bright lights of a bar at closing time. ” 

 "Government Whore," 2009-2010
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Doug Mcclemont’s New York Highlights 
By Doug McClemont · May 5, 2010 · Art News · 

Aaron Spangler: Government Whore 

at Horton Gallery 

Spangler, one of several stable artists released from representation by Zach Feuer Gallery last year, is presenting three large sculptures carved from 

basswood. The magnificently detailed bas-reliefs are proudly crafty, even down to their welded steel bases. Each amalgam of swirly or pointed forms contains 

coded but hyper-realistic clues: an owl, a waterwheel, barn-like shelters, a man or a horsetail. The sculptures are painted the black of a burned matchstick, 

and each includes “a touch of graphite.” It’s as if all of the elements of the complicated tale being told are piled on top of one another, the effect akin to 

listening to someone who is talking too fast. We try to follow the story without dwelling too much on each individual word. As if things weren’t visually 

intriguing enough, all three politically cryptic piles of objects are flattened and sliced for our scrutiny. The sculptures in “Government Whore” demand to be 

viewed from all angles to be sufficiently savored. Spangler’s skills are singular and rich. 
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